
A Powerful and Open Alternative for EDI X12  
Integration in Healthcare Claims Environments

Delivers next-generation capabilities that are  
100% in-tune with your business needs

Personalized access to your  
business transaction data,  
including customizable reporting, 
dashboarding, and workflow. 
Any way you need it.

Full compliance validation (EDI, 
X12, Trading Partner, HIPAA SNIP 
Levels 1-7, custom business rules, 
and more) on everytransaction at  
production transaction volumes.  
No compromise.

Every transaction is reliably  
recorded, correlated, and  
archived in real-time, including all 
documents, data and metadata.
A single-pane-of-glass audit  
console delivers “one-click”  
transaction audit data.

EDI Modernization for Healthcare
It’s not just data. It’s your business.

Openness and Freedom
An open system based on a hand-selected,  
best-in-class, off-the-shelf software stack  
using an open data model. Your data is yours.

Cloud Ready, When You Are
Based on containerized technology, deploys to your cloud of choice 
as easily as it deploys on-premises. Adopt cloud at your pace, be it 
from day one, sometime down the road, or never.

100%  
Visibility and  
Transparency

100%  
Compliance  
Enforcement

100%  
Auditability

Unrivaled Business Visibility
Designed with data insight into your transactional workflow as Job 1. 
Integral real-time EDI X12 transaction analytics, including detailed 
business, compliance, and audit information.

Infinite Integratability
Open architecture and data model enable the system to be  
directly integrated with virtually any existing and future  
business system, preserving critical IT investments.

Business Rules for Business Users
Business and IT users can take charge of “single-click” compliance and validation rules, 
as well as complex custom business rules and orchestrations, using our built-in visual 
editors. This virtually eliminates the need for users or admins to write code.



I immediately saw two exceptional capabilities that Prolifics EDI Modernization for 
Healthcare provides. First, agility – I can customize the user interface exactly to my  
business needs. Second, data transparency – I can clearly follow what’s happening  
in each step of the EDI transaction process.

— M.P., Lead IT Applications Consultant for our client

No Exorbitant Pricing Schemes
Say good-bye to per server, per member, and per transaction fees.

Unrivaled Business Visibility
Our unique Prolifics Business Transaction Monitor delivers insight into all of your EDI X12 
transactions, including valuable business, compliance, and audit information.
Every step of every EDI X12 transaction is automatically recorded, correlated, and archived in 
real-time, feeding an integral analytics engine for fully customizable business dashboarding, 
reporting, and “single-click” transaction auditing.
Transaction archives are retained for as long as you need them.
There is no aspect of your EDI X12 transaction data or metadata that you cannot dashboard 
or report on, including business-level elements such as tracking claim flow from inquiry all 
the way through settlement.

Modular
Existing monolithic alternatives turn core IT activities, such as updates, security patches,  
and workflow customization, into costly and time-consuming propositions. Not so with Prolifics 
EDI Modernization for Healthcare. Patches and updates are applied using simple container  
restarts that require less than a minute. You can apply customizations to running  
deployments with little to no downtime.

“Always On” Compliance and Validation
Unlike alternative solutions that just “move” data, forcing you to rely on your trading  
partners to reject errors, Prolifics EDI Modernization for Healthcare implements full  
validation and compliance checking on every transaction in both directions, including  
custom business validation rules.
You’ve also got extremely granular control for specifying specific rule sets per  
transaction type and per partner. Never send another erroneous EDI X12 transaction  
to a trading partner ever again.
Using a unique design of memory-resident transformation, validation, rules, and  
orchestration engines, Prolifics EDI Modernization for Healthcare eliminates being  
forced to skip compliance checking for performance.

Single-Pane-of-Glass Management Console
The entire solution is managed through a single web-based management console that allows 
role-based access to any part of the system. This management console can be integrated 
directly into existing identity management systems using standards such as OAuth.

Unparalleled Real-Time and Large Batch Processing
Prolifics EDI Modernization for Healthcare is optimized for both real-time and batch  
processing, including “large file” batch that is source and destination agnostic.
Does your existing solution require you to split large batch jobs because it can’t  
handle them? Not so with Prolifics. Our batch processing handles jobs that contain  
a gigabyte’s worth of transactions as easily as it handles a single transaction.
You also have complete control over how you handle rejects, edits, and other scenarios.



Openness and Freedom
Meticulously engineered using best-of-breed, off-the-shelf software for dramatically lower total 
cost of ownership (TCO) and elimination of vendor lock-in.
Prolifics healthcare EDI X12 experts have further purpose-built the solution, taking the  
off-the-shelf software to the next level of performance and throughput for challenging,  
real-world integration and compliance scenarios that require complex transformations,  
validations, orchestrations, and custom business rules at lightning speed.

Limitless Integration
A business system is only as good as the value you get from the data you put into it.
On top of new cutting-edge, built-in capabilities, EDI Modernization for Healthcare’s  
open architecture and data model allow direct standards-based integration with any  
existing or future business system. Want to connect your business intelligence system 
directly to the data store? Go right ahead.

No more unreasonable pricing regimens
Once deployed, the solution is yours. You are not required to be locked into an expensive multi-year 
contract. Additionally, unlike legacy vendors, there are no “per anything” fees. No per transaction 
fees, no per server fees, and no per member fees.
Other than optional Prolifics update and maintenance services, the only recurring costs are  
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) subscription and maintenance costs for the software that  
underlies the solution.

Extreme Throughput
Customer tests using the customer’s own data show Prolifics EDI Modernization for Health-
care can process up to 10 times the throughput of existing legacy systems using a similar 
hardware footprint, delivering capacity for future growth.

At Prolifics, the work we do with our clients matters. Whether it’s literally keeping the lights on for thousands of families, improving 
access to medical care, helping prevent worldwide fraud or protecting the integrity and speed of supply chains, innovation, AI, and 
automation are significant parts of our culture. While our competitors are throwing more bodies at a project, we are applying AI and 
automation to manage costs, reduce errors and deliver your results faster. 
  
Let’s accelerate your transformation journeys throughout the digital environment – Data & AI, Integration & Applications, Business 
Automation, DevXOps, Test Automation, and Cybersecurity. We treat our digital deliverables like a customized product – using agile 
practices to deliver immediate and ongoing increases in value. 

About Prolifics

Talk to an EDI  
Modernization expert

 Learn how one payer switched 
- and the immediate benefits 

they’ll have

 

No Exorbitant Pricing Schemes
Say good-bye to per server, per member, and per transaction fees.

https://prolifics.com/us/
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=bf&trkInfo=AQF91MqFKUxu8gAAAYqF96zgNagLjblARg2spW6O0-Kh45AK-UeOrgzhLgFr-889oi9H9dpRTFPijOTcA-4S2HoTSihTFONPfg9pXCh6OxzZbcQ8GGncLAzVH6ABQDc0i_rhdvA=&original_referer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fprolifics
https://www.youtube.com/user/prolificstv
https://prolifics-8077126.hs-sites.com/contact-us-edi-modernization
https://prolifics.com/us/resource-center/case-studies/insurance-plan-payer-finds-huge-cost-savings-and-more-with-edi-modernization-for-healthcare

